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It is certainly no coincidence that a string of foreign leaders, Ministers and officials are

descending on New Delhi this month, as the Russian invasion of Ukraine continues for

its fourth week, and without a clear end in sight. There are summits with the Prime

Ministers of Japan and Australia (virtual), and one soon with the Israeli Prime Minister,

and visits by the U.S. Under Secretary of State, Victoria Nuland, as well as European

Foreign Ministers and delegations. What the visits by NATO and Quad allies of the U.S. all

have in common is their planning at short notice, and putting discussions on India’s

stand on Ukraine at the top of their talks. Even Japanese PM Fumio Kishida, who had a

full bilateral agenda to discuss with Prime Minister Narendra Modi at their much-

delayed annual summit meeting, arrived in Delhi on a very short visit, and made it clear

that finding a common position on Ukraine and telling India that it must not “condone”

Russia’s actions was a “priority”. The message from the West is clear: that India must shift

its position on three counts: to do more at the UN, where New Delhi has consistently

abstained from resolutions criticising Moscow; to join the sanctions regime; and to avoid

contracting for more Russian oil, or sending civil or military supplies to the Putin regime

until the war ends. The flurry of visits, comments by officials, and press statements by

diplomats indicate that tensions between Russia and the West have reached a point of

no return, and New Delhi is being asked to make a very pointed choice between them.

While there are several reasons why New Delhi has declined the attempts to steer it

from its course on Russia that are linked to its strong partnership with Russia, there are

some global interests that the Modi government must consider more closely. The

civilian toll in Ukraine is mounting, and while Russia has denied reports of targeted

attacks on schools and theatres, it is necessary for New Delhi to acknowledge any

Russian violation of human rights, especially as the Kremlin has not yet fully clarified its

endgame. Second, while India has expressed concerns over nuclear safety, it must be

willing to make this an issue with Moscow, if necessary. Another area is the threat of

chemical and biological warfare, and while the Indian representative spoke strongly at

the UN Security Council about the importance of fully implementing the Biological and

Toxin Weapons Convention, the Government must be prepared to vote on the issue and

call out any side that violates these. As the war progresses, more such debates will arise,

and New Delhi must retain its ability to judge and shift its position from “being neutral”

and “abstentionist” to one more wholly seized of the issues, and as a leading nation that

is able to exercise its “strategic autonomy” on matters of principle, when required.
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This week, India will complete two years since the Government embarked on what is

now considered the harshest and quickest lockdowns in the world in a bid to block

entry points for the infectious COVID-19 virus. The efficacy of that lockdown, both in

terms of curbing infection rates (and mortality rates) and the accompanying hardships

imposed on the population at large, can be debated at length. There is, however, little

argument over the massive economic costs for the country. The Reserve Bank of India

has underlined that some of that damage to India’s GDP is permanent. This can be

linked to businesses shutting shop for good, labourers migrating home (with many

choosing not to return) and consumers turning increasingly reluctant. The rebuilding

effort remains a work in progress, although record tax collections would suggest that all

is well. Personal consumption and employment-driving contact-intensive sectors

remain below pre-pandemic levels, even as other macro metrics have surpassed pre-

COVID performance. Just as the virus appeared to be ebbing, triggering hopes of a

revival in consumer confidence, the Russia-Ukraine conflict has thrown up fresh

challenges, including high commodity and crude oil prices.

Health-care costs are considered a key factor for pushing several middle- and lower-

income households below the poverty line, while high inflation affects all economic

actors. The Russia-Ukraine situation has not only catapulted gas, oil and coal prices

higher but also fertilizers, wheat, corn, and seed oil. A section of farmers growing crops

such as wheat may gain, but inflation in essential items such as food and transport, will

impact the poor the most. For now, India’s oil marketing companies, who the

Government has argued determine the retail prices of fuel, have shown extreme

benevolence in holding rates at November 2021 levels and this may persist till

Parliament’s current session ends. This is, however, not fiscally sustainable, just as the

Finance Ministry has argued that high global commodity prices are not. A prolonged

conflict in Europe could tip the global economy into recession, even as monetary policy

missteps and social risks associated with high inflation, could dampen growth, Moody’s

Investors Service warned last week. On the other hand, the Government’s robust direct

tax collections that have surpassed even revised estimates by ₹1.13 lakh crore, give it

room to not just push forward the LIC share sale till market volatility subsides but also

slash fuel taxes further, curb other inflationary pressures and expand the COVID-19

booster shots coverage. Unless people get more certainty about the pandemic’s end-

game, and have some money in their hands, it would be difficult to spur consumption

enough to reach the necessary next stage of the recovery — a revival in private

investments.


